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Background Self-reported physical activity (PA) is well associated with cardiorespiratory fitness and exercise capacity.

The short International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ-short) is a frequently used instrument for cross-national

assessments of PA in adults. The purpose of this study was to validate IPAQ-short against exercise capacity in Greek

young adults.

Design and methods One hundred and thirteen men and 105 women, aged 20–29 years, were randomly selected from

a larger population of young health-science students. A Greek version of IPAQ-short (IPAQ-Gr) was administered to

all participants before their exercise capacity evaluation with a maximal Bruce treadmill test. Multiple regression and

correlation analyses were used to examine the associations between all IPAQ-Gr outcomes with exercise capacity based

on maximal treadmill time.

Results Spearman’s correlations for total and vigorous PA against maximal treadmill time were significant in all groups

examined, ranging from 0.35 to 0.43. Moderate and walking PA correlations were poor and nonsignificant, ranging from

near-zero values to 0.19. In multiple linear regression analysis, only sex, smoking, and vigorous PA from all personal and

log-transformed IPAQ-Gr data were significantly associated with maximal treadmill time. Partial correlation analysis for

the overall population, adjusted for sex and smoking, showed that total PA (r = 0.37) and vigorous PA (r = 0.47) were

significantly associated with exercise capacity.

Conclusion IPAQ-Gr was tested against exercise capacity and showed acceptable validity properties in Greek young

adults. Total and vigorous weekly PA expenditure were well associated with exercise capacity, presenting significant validity

correlations against maximal treadmill time. Eur J Cardiovasc Prev Rehabil 17:380–386 �c 2010 The European Society of

Cardiology
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Introduction
A plethora of epidemiological studies have emphasized

the importance of habitual physical activity (PA) in

maintaining good health and promoting quality of life [1].

Clinical evidence has indicated that a high level of self-

reported PA is inversely related to cardiovascular

morbidity and all-cause mortality, reducing the risk of

certain types of cancer and metabolic diseases [2,3].

Physical activity questionnaires (PAQs) are the most

common and practical approaches used for assessing PA

status in large study populations, as they are noninvasive,

inexpensive, and easy to administer. The International

Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) is a frequently

used instrument, developed in the late 1990s by a

multinational working group, with the support of WHO,

for the cross-national assessment of PA in adults aged

18–65 years (http://www.ipaq.ki.se/ipaq.htm). The IPAQ-

short format, covering the last 7 days (last 7-d), has been

tested in many countries and has shown good reliability
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and acceptable validity properties in adult populations

[4–14]. IPAQ-short has also been used for PA monitoring

in the European Physical Activity Surveillance System

[15] and in the Eurobarometer survey carried out by

the European Union, in which a Greek version of the

instrument was included [16]. Recently, after all necessary

technical, linguistic, and cultural adaptations, this Greek-

language IPAQ-short version (IPAQ-Gr) was tested for

repeatability and was found to have very good reliability

properties in Greek young adults [17]. However, IPAQ-

short has not yet been validated in the Greek population.

It has been noted that the total amount of weekly PA

expenditure is well associated with cardiorespiratory fitness

[18]. On the basis of this, many widely used 7-day recall

PAQs have been validated against exercise capacity [19–25].

However, most of the published IPAQ validation studies

have tested IPAQ-short against accelerometry [4–9,12] and

pedometry [6,10] readings. Only a few IPAQ studies, to the

best of our knowledge, have used exercise capacity as a

validation criterion [11,12], whereas IPAQ-short has not yet

been validated against exercise capacity in adult women.

The purpose of this study was to test IPAQ-Gr for validity

against exercise capacity in young healthy men and

women. Our aim is to use this instrument to assess PA

in a number of studies seeking associations between

physical inactivity, smoking prevalence, and cardiovas-

cular function in the Greek population.

Methods
Study population

The participants were randomly selected from a large

population of health science students at the Athens

Technological Educational Institute. Three hundred

students were invited, but finally 113 men and 105

women fulfilled the inclusion criteria and completed all

tests (Table 1). The rest (27%) were either excluded or

did not show up. All healthy individuals who were aged

between 20 and 29 years and had a body mass index

(BMI) of 18.5–29.9 kg/m2 (WHO criteria for normal and

overweight) were eligible for the study. Exclusion criteria

were obesity (BMI Z 30 kg/m2), high blood pressure at

rest (systolic blood pressure Z 140 mmHg and diastolic

blood pressure Z90 mmHg), metabolic diseases such as

diabetes, hyperlipidemia and thyroid disease, physical

disability, recent illness, pregnancy, and alcohol or drug abuse.

Study protocol

All tests and measurements were conducted during

morning hours, under constant conditions of temperature

and humidity. The participants familiarized themselves

with the laboratory and the exercise test equipment before

their appointment day. Health status was assessed by a

physician through medical history, clinical, and physical

examination. Smoking prevalence in young Greeks exceeds

by far the mean average of the European countries, while

smoking has been found to be inversely related to exercise

capacity and maximal treadmill time in Greek young adults

[26]. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, smoking

status was assessed by a standardized questionnaire.

Written informed consent was obtained from all partici-

pants. The study protocol followed the principles of the

Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the research

committee of Athens Technological Educational Institute.

On the same appointment day, the participants filled in the

IPAQ-Gr and afterwards their exercise capacity was evalu-

ated. Criterion-related validity was assessed by testing all

IPAQ-Gr outcomes against maximal treadmill time, based

on the duration of a standard Bruce maximal treadmill test.

Physical activity assessment

The original self-answered, last 7-d, IPAQ-short, and a

Greek-language IPAQ-short telephone format were

kindly provided to us by the IPAQ group. On the basis

of these versions, additional amendments were made,

mainly on technical, linguistic, and cultural grounds.

Finally, IPAQ-Gr was developed and thoroughly tested to

examine the potential distribution of responses and

comprehension, and to ensure linguistic, face, and

content validity [17]. In summary, the purpose of the

instrument was to sum up all last 7-d, vigorous, moderate,

and walking PAs and to generate a total PAscore for the

weekly PA expenditure, expressed in metabolic equiva-

lent of the task (MET)-minutes per week (MET-min/

week). On the basis of the total and/or vigorous PAscore,

PA status is classified into three categories (PAclass): low,

moderate, and high. (http://www.ipaq.ki.se/scoring.htm).

Exercise capacity evaluation

Exercise capacity and its measure, maximum oxygen

uptake (VO2max), are widely accepted as important

markers of PA [18]. In this study, maximal treadmill

time, recorded in minutes at the end of a standard Bruce

maximal treadmill test, was used as an indirect measure

of participants’ exercise capacity and VO2max. The Bruce

Table 1 Personal characteristics and physical activity level of the
study population

Total group
(n = 218)

Males
(n = 113)

Females
(n = 105)

Personal data
Age (years) 23.0 ± 2.3 23.4 ± 2.4 22.6 ± 2.2
Height (cm) 172.9 ± 8.8 179.3 ± 6.0 165.9 ± 5.2
Weight (kg) 68.4 ± 12.7 77.3 ± 9.3 58.9 ± 8.0
BMI (kg/m2) 22.7 ± 2.7 24.0 ± 2.3 21.4 ± 2.5
Smoking (%) 37.6 38.9 36.2

PA classification
Low n (%) 81 (37.2) 38 (33.6) 43 (41.0)
Moderate n (%) 107 (49.1) 56 (49.6) 51 (48.6)
High n (%) 30 (13.8) 19 (16.8) 11 (10.5)

Personal data are expressed as mean ± SD. Smoking prevalence is expressed
as percentage of current smokers; PA classification data are expressed as
frequencies in numbers and percentages in parenthesis. BMI, body mass index;
PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed physical activity.
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treadmill test is an appropriate exercise test protocol for

young healthy adults [18], and maximal Bruce test

duration has been used in many studies for VO2max

estimation and exercise capacity evaluation [27–29].

Exercise testing followed the guidelines set out by the

American Heart Association [30]. Participants abstained

from heavy eating, coffee, and alcohol, and smokers

from smoking, for at least 6 h before the exercise test.

The exercise testing procedures, including electrocardio-

graphic, heart rate, and blood pressure monitoring, have

been described elsewhere [26]. Neither the cardiologist

who supervised the exercise tests nor the assisting

examiner was aware of the participants’ PA and smoking

status. Testing was terminated at maximal effort, when

symptoms such as intense exhaustion, fatigue, dyspnea,

or strong muscular leg pain occurred.

Data analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS

v.14 software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois,

USA). Personal data, maximal treadmill time, and sitting

hours per day were normally distributed (Kolmogorov–

Smirnov test) and are presented as mean and standard

deviation values. IPAQ-Gr PAscores were not normally

distributed and are presented as median and minimum to

maximum values. The w2 test was used to examine

possible PAscore differences between men and women.

Spearman’s correlations for the nonparametric PAscores and

Pearson’s correlations for sitting hours were used to test

IPAQ-Gr for validity against maximal treadmill time.

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to assess the

associations between all IPAQ measures and exercise

capacity, controlling for confounding variables. As all

the PAscores were not normally distributed, they were log-

transformed in order to be used in the multiple linear

regression and partial correlation analyses. Before log-

transforming, the value of 1.0 was added to each PAscore

to account for zero values, as many participants reported no

participation in vigorous or moderate PAs. Preliminary

stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed to

determine which of the personal characteristics and IPAQ-

Gr measures (independent variables) were significantly

associated with maximal treadmill time (dependent vari-

able). In addition, it was examined which combination of

independent variables provided the best variance explana-

tion of the maximal treadmill time. Partial correlations of

the log-transformed PAscore and the normally distributed

sitting hours, adjusted for sex and smoking, were also

computed. In all analyses, the correlation values were

characterized as follows: poor, 0.00–0.19; fair, 0.20–0.39;

moderate, 0.40–0.59; good, 0.60–0.79; high, 0.80–1.00 [31].

The level of significance was set at P value less than 0.05.

Results
Descriptives

Two hundred and eighteen young healthy adults with a

mean age of 23 years participated in this study (Table 1).

On the basis of IPAQ-Gr classification criteria [17], the

prevalence of low PA was strikingly high. About 34% of

men and 41% of women had a low PA status, whereas only

14% of the overall population was classified in the high PA

category (Table 1). About 14% of the participants had a

total PAscore less than 200 MET-min/week, 52% reported

no participation in vigorous PAs, and 36% reported zero

moderate PA (data not shown).

Regarding sex differences, more men were classified in

the high PA category, whereas more women were in the

low PAclass (Table 1). In addition, men had significantly

higher total PAscore, vigorous PAscore, and maximal tread-

mill time compared with women (Table 2).

About 39% of men and 36% of women were current

smokers. Nonsmokers had significantly longer maximal

exercise test duration compared with current smokers

(means: 11.16 vs. 9.74 min, P < 0.001). Similarly, non-

smokers had a significantly higher total PAscore (medians:

1215 vs. 693, P=0.021) and vigorous PAscore (medians:

160 vs. zero, P=0.006) (data not shown).

Validity study

Spearman’s correlations for the nonparametric IPAQ-Gr

PAscores and Pearson’s coefficients for sitting hours are

presented in Table 3. In the overall population, total and

vigorous PA were significantly associated with maximal

treadmill time (r=0.36 and 0.43, P < 0.001). Total and

vigorous PA Spearman’s correlations were moderate for

men (0.43 and 0.42, P < 0.001) and fair to moderate for

women (0.35 and 0.41, P < 0.001). In both men and

Table 2 IPAQ-Gr outcomes and maximal treadmill time of the study population

Total group (n = 218) Males (n = 113) Females (n = 105) P value

IPAQ-Gr outcomes
Total PA 805 (0–5379) 1250 (0–5379) 693 (0–4782) < 0.05
Vigorous PA 0 (0–4800) 480 (0–4800) 0 (0–3600) < 0.05
Moderate PA 160 (0–2880) 180 (0–2880) 120 (0–1920) NS
Walking PA 330 (0–2079) 297 (0–2079) 396 (0–1980) NS
Sitting hours (h) 7.10 ± 2.6 6.93 ± 2.62 7.20 ± 2.55 NS

Maximal treadmill time (min) 10.60 ± 1.57 11.47 ± 1.51 9.65 ± 0.98 < 0.001

Maximal treadmill time and sitting hours are presented as the mean ± SD. P, level of significance for the differences between men and women. PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed
physical activity expressed as metabolic equivalent of the task (MET) min/week and presented as the median and (min–max) values.
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women, moderate and walking PA were not associated

with maximal treadmill time and the respective cor-

relations ranged from poor to near-zero values. Sitting

showed a significant and negative association with

exercise capacity (total group, r= – 0.25, P < 0.001).

Stepwise multiple linear regression analysis indicated

that sex and smoking were significant confounding

variables for exercise capacity (P < 0.001, Table 4). Age

and BMI were not significantly associated with maximal

treadmill time. On the basis of these results, partial

correlation analysis of the log-transformed PAscores,

adjusted for sex and smoking, was performed (Table 5).

In the overall population, vigorous PA showed the

strongest association with maximal treadmill time among

all IPAQ PAscores (r=0.47, P < 0.001). Total and vigorous

PAS correlations were higher and significant in men

(r=0.37, P=0.015, and r=0.57, P < 0.001), but lower and

marginal or not significant in women (r=0.36, P=0.046

and r=0.32, P=0.77). Moderate and walking PAs were

not associated with exercise capacity, and their respective

partial correlations were found to be poor or near-zero in

all population groups (Table 5).

Similar to the Spearman-bivariate and partial correlation

analyses, multiple linear regression models indicated that

only vigorous PA was significantly associated with exercise

capacity (P < 0.001, Table 4). Moderate and walking PA

associations were poor and not significant. Altogether,

sex, smoking, and vigorous PA accounted for the 54.5%

of the total variance in maximal treadmill time.

To account for other aspects of IPAQ-Gr validity, the

mean maximal treadmill time in the three PA categories

was computed (Table 6). Maximal exercise test duration

increased progressively from the low PAclass to high

PAclass, in parallel with the total and vigorous PAscore.

Respectively, when quintiles of the total PAscore and

quintiles of the maximal treadmill time were compared,

it was found that mean maximal exercise test duration

increased progressively from the first (lowest PAscore)

total PA quintile up to the fifth (highest PAscore) total PA

quintile (data not shown).

Discussion
Testing IPAQ-Gr for validity showed that the total

amount of weekly PA expenditure was significantly

associated with exercise capacity in young Greek

students. In the overall population, vigorous PA showed

the strongest correlations with maximal treadmill time

among all IPAQ-Gr outcomes.

Descriptives

In this study, age and BMI did not affect the association

between self-reported PA and exercise capacity. That was

not a surprise, as all the participants were young, within

a small age range, and all participants who were obese or

below normal weight were excluded. In contrast, both

sex and smoking were significant confounding factors

Table 3 Validity correlations of IPAQ-Gr outcomes against
maximal treadmill time (nonadjusted values)

Total group
(n = 218)

Males
(n = 113)

Females
(n = 105)

PA categorya 0.34 ( < 0.001) 0.40 ( < 0.001) 0.34 ( < 0.001)
Total PAb 0.36 ( < 0.001) 0.43 ( < 0.001) 0.35 ( < 0.001)
Vigorous PAb 0.43 ( < 0.001) 0.42 ( < 0.001) 0.41 ( < 0.001)
Moderate PAb 0.16 (0.020) 0.18 (0.062) 0.19 (0.055)
Walking PAb 0.01 (0.912) 0.02 (0.807) 0.16 (0.109)
Sitting hoursc – 0.25 ( < 0.001) – 0.28 (0.002) – 0.25 (0.01)

PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed physical activity. aSpearman’s r (level of significance)
between PA classification based on IPAQ-Gr scores and exercise capacity
classification based on maximal treadmill time. bSpearman’s r (level of
significance). cPearson’s coefficients (level of significance).

Table 4 Multiple linear regression analysis of maximal treadmill
time with IPAQ-Gr outcomes and participants’ personal data

b coefficient
(standard error) Standardized b P value

IPAQ-Gr outcomes
Vigorous PA 1.644 (0.395) 0.381 < 0.001
Moderate PA – 0.126 (0.440) – 0.026 0.776
Walking PA – 0.091 (0.400) – 0.020 0.821

Personal Data
Age – 0.046 (0.066) – 0.065 0.487
BMI – 0.130 (0.585) – 0.197 0.824
Sex – 1.697 (0.472) – 0.501 0.001
Smoking – 1.240 (0.308) – 0.355 < 0.001

BMI, body mass index; P, level of significance; PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed physical
activity.

Table 5 Partial correlations of IPAQ-Gr outcomes with maximal
treadmill time (adjusted values)

Total groupc

(n = 218)
Malesd

(n = 113)
Femalesd

(n = 105)

Total PAa 0.37 (0.001) 0.37 (0.015) 0.36 (0.046)
Vigorous PAa 0.47 ( < 0.001) 0.57 ( < 0.001) 0.32 (0.077)
Moderate PAa 0.08 (0.487) – 0.07 (0.650) 0.26 (0.164)
Walking PAa – 0.04 (0.712) – 0.02 (0.901) 0.01 (0.985)
Sitting hoursb – 0.16 (0.186) – 0.01 (0.977) – 0.31 (0.085)

PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed physical activity. aPartial correlations coefficients of the
log-transformed IPAQ scores (level of significance). bPartial correlations
coefficients (level of significance). cThe values are adjusted for sex and smoking.
dThe values are adjusted for smoking.

Table 6 The maximal treadmill time and the total and vigorous
PA scores of the participants in the three PA categories

Total PA Vigorous PAMaximal
treadmill time

(mean ± SD) Median Mean Median Mean

Males PA category
Low (n = 38) 10.83 ± 0.83 325 313 0 18
Moderate (n = 56) 11.34 ± 1.44 1557 1556 680 688
High (n = 19) 13.15 ± 1.62 3450 3608 2400 2502

Females PA category
Low (n = 43) 9.36 ± 0.81 264 308 0 13
Moderate (n = 51) 9.62 ± 0.98 1215 1383 0 343
High (n = 11) 10.89 ± 0.94 3150 3560 1920 2310

PA, IPAQ-Gr-assessed physical activity.
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for the association between PA and exercise capacity in

young adults. Men had a significantly longer maximal

exercise test duration, in line with many other studies

indicating that men have approximately 20% higher VO2max

compared with women [18]. Current smokers had

significantly lower maximal treadmill time, in line with

previously published data [26]. IPAQ-Gr was found to be

sensitive in identifying these sex and smoking effects.

This is the first IPAQ-short validation study, to the

best of our knowledge, to address these issues in

healthy adults. Most studies have tested IPAQ-short

against accelerometry or pedometry readings and either

noted that sex had no influence on the association

between total PA and objectively measured energy

expenditure [5,10], or reported no data for possible sex

and smoking effects [6–8]. Our results are in line with

validation studies of other PAQs, which usually present

sex-adjusted correlations between self-reported PA and

exercise capacity [19–23,32–34]. However, although it

has been indicated that smoking and PA may be inversely

related [35], only a few studies [36,37] mention smoking

as a possible confounding variable.

Validity study

Despite their extensive use, PAQs are still characterized

by certain design and administrative limitations [38,39].

One of the major issues discussed is what might be the

most appropriate validation criterion for self-reported

PA. Unfortunately, such a ‘gold standard’ method for

objective PA measurement does not exist. In line

with Shephard’s [38] and Sallis’s [39] thoughts on PAQ

limitations, Jacobs et al. [20] stated that ‘‘there are

multiple non overlapping dimensions of PA and these are

reflected in multiple non overlapping validation realms’’.

The fair correlations that are usually found between all

kinds of PAQs and various validation criteria may imply

that either the PAQs give imprecise estimates of PA, or

the validation criteria that are used cannot account for

all aspects of PA assessment.

As was mentioned before, IPAQ-short is usually validated

against accelerometry and pedometry readings. In the

study by Craig et al. [4], self-reported PA was tested

against accelerometry and the pooled value for 781

participants was r=0.30. In line with Craig’s data, most

of the IPAQ-short studies reviewed have found a fair

correlation between total PA and accelerometry [5,8,9]

or pedometry [6,10], ranging from 0.30 to 0.38. However,

some authors have reported that there is poor agreement

between IPAQ-short outcomes and accelerometry [6,7],

whereas Kurtze et al. [12] stated that IPAQ-short data

did not correlate with objectively measured energy ex-

penditure, except total walking.

Although the total amount of weekly PA expenditure is

well associated with cardiorespiratory fitness [18], only a

few studies have validated IPAQ-short against exercise

capacity in healthy adults. Fogelholm et al. [11] examined

the validity properties of IPAQ-short against exercise

capacity and several muscular fitness tests in 951 young

men. The authors classified their participants into five PA

groups based on IPAQ total PA outcomes (least active to

most active quintiles). They reported that the estimated

VO2max improved from the first IPAQ group (least active)

up to the fourth IPAQ group. However, because of

possible PA overreporting, the estimated VO2max in the

fourth IPAQ group was higher than that in the most

active fifth IPAQ group. Kurtze et al. [12] assessed the

validity of IPAQ-short in 108 young men against VO2max

and energy expenditure, measured by a body position

and motion sensor device. Their data showed that

vigorous PA and total MET-min/week had acceptable

correlations with VO2max (0.41 and 0.30, P < 0.01),

whereas moderate PA and walking PA coefficients were

poor and nonsignificant (0.19 and 0.14, P: NS). Our

results in the men’s group are in line with the above;

moreover, the computed correlations for total, vigorous,

and moderate PAscore are comparable with those reported

by Kurtze et al. [12].

A review of the literature for relatively recent PAQ

validation studies against exercise capacity suggests that

most of them concur that self-reported PA is significantly

correlated with exercise capacity, regardless of whether

VO2max is either measured directly [19–22,25,32–34] or

estimated [23,24,36,37]. On the basis of the data from

several studies published before the 1990s, Paffenbarger

et al. [40] also reported that the correlations between

self-reported PA and exercise capacity were usually

significant, ranging from 0.30 to 0.50. Our results are in

line with these findings, showing significant correlations

between IPAQ total PA and maximal treadmill time

(Spearman r=0.36, partial r=0.37, P < 0.001). In con-

trast, Singh et al. [23] found nonsignificant associations

between self-reported PA and maximal treadmill time,

concluding that PA data were not good estimators of

participants’ fitness level. The authors [23] noted that

the importance of the genetic component in exercise

capacity may, in part, explain the poor correlations found,

although this assumption has been questioned [40].

Singh’s implications have also been supported by others,

claiming that VO2max measures fitness and not PA and,

therefore, it may be a nonsuitable PA validation criterion

[23]. However, Paffenbarger [40] opposes this argument,

stating that the ‘modest correlations’ that are usually

found between self-reported PA and exercise capacity

may rather be because of imprecise estimates of PA by

the questionnaires. Jacobs et al. [20] tested 10 commonly

used PAQs for validity against treadmill exercise test

performance, accelerometer readings, vital capacity, body

fat, caloric intake, and PA records. The authors’ data seem
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to support Paffenbarger’s view, because in most cases

exercise capacity was found to have the highest validity

correlations with PA among the eight validation criteria

examined. Nine out of 10 PAQs showed fair to moderate

validity correlations between total PA or PA index and

exercise capacity, ranging from 0.30 (7-day recall) to 0.54

(Baecke PAQ). In contrast, no questionnaire outcome was

related to accelerometry-measured total caloric expendi-

ture, and the total or index accelerometry motion in

MET-min/week showed much lower validity correlation

values, ranging from 0.18 to 0.33 [20]. Kurtze et al. [12]

have also reported that the IPAQ-short-assessed total

PA was significantly correlated with exercise capacity, but

was not associated with objectively measured energy

expenditure.

A common finding of the previously cited studies is that

the validity correlations against exercise capacity are

usually higher and significant for vigorous PA and much

lower and nonsignificant for moderate PA. Recently,

Elosua et al. [36,37] tested the validity properties of the

Minnesota Leisure Time PAQ against exercise capacity,

based on maximal treadmill exercise duration, in Spanish

men and women. The authors found significant correla-

tions against exercise test duration for heavy PA (women

r=0.51, men r=0.66, P < 0.05), compared with the much

lower and poor correlations for moderate PA. Our results

are in line with these outcomes, because of all partial

PAscores, only vigorous PA showed significant validity

correlations against exercise capacity, in both men and

women. In addition, when multiple linear regression

analysis was used, our findings were comparable with

those published by Elosua et al. [36,37] and Aadahl et al.
[32] indicating that only vigorous PA was significantly

associated with VO2max [32] and exercise test duration

[36,37]. Evidence from exercise physiology research

may partly explain the comparatively higher correlations

found between vigorous PA and exercise capacity, as a

significant weekly amount of vigorous ( > 6 METs) rather

than moderate PA (3–5 METs) is needed to improve

exercise capacity [18]. This is especially true for young

adults, who must exercise with a vigorous intensity of

about 7–11 METs to meet the suggested guidelines (60–

85% of VO2max) to enhance their cardiorespiratory fitness

[18]. In support of this, Cooper Institute data for younger

adults ( < 50 years) indicated that weekly vigorous

(greater than 6 METs) aerobic PA was substantially asso-

ciated with exercise capacity in both men (r=0.66) and

women (r=0.78) [40].

Strengths and limitations

The random selection of the participants out of a well-

defined and homogenous target population and test-

ing IPAQ-Gr for validity in both men and women are

important strengths of this study. In addition, the single-

blind design (neither the cardiologist nor the examiner

were aware of subjects’ PA level and smoking status) and

the control for important confounding variables, such as

sex and smoking, added strength to our results.

There has been a strong argument whether IPAQ-short

outcomes are comparable with other PA surveys [13]. In

addition, it is has been shown that IPAQ-short may

overreport [5,6,11,41] or underestimate [12,42] PA, when

it is compared with other objective PA measures, or with

IPAQ-long. Although descriptive analysis of our data did

not show signs of overreporting, the design of this study

did not allow us to examine this very important issue

thoroughly.

There are some other limitations that may influence the

generalizability of our results. As there is no consensus

on what would be the best validation criterion to use, it

would be a better approach to validate IPAQ-Gr against

multiple objective PA measures. In addition, IPAQ-Gr

was tested for validity only in well-educated young adults,

who are more reliable in reporting their PA, because they

are usually involved in structured PAs that are easier

to recall, such as systematic exercise or team sports

activities [17]. Therefore, IPAQ-Gr validation in other

study groups of healthy individuals as well as in patients’

populations is needed.

Exercise capacity was indirectly assessed by recording

maximal treadmill time, instead of directly measuring

VO2max. Direct VO2max measurement through gas analyzers

is expensive, requires advanced equipment and it was not

feasible for us to use. Nevertheless, the error in estimating

VO2max of healthy individuals, based on their maximal

exercise test duration, is comparatively unimportant [18].

Moreover, Bruce [43], Polloc [44], and Foster [45] have

reported that the duration of the standard Bruce maximal

treadmill test is strongly correlated (0.92–0.97) with the

direct measurement of VO2max.

Conclusion
Exercise capacity is a widely used validation criterion for

PA questionnaire testing and it is usually well associated

with total and vigorous self-reported PA. In this study,

the total amount of weekly PA expenditure measured

by IPAQ-Gr was significantly associated with exercise

capacity in young Greeks. In the overall population,

vigorous PA showed the strongest correlations with

maximal treadmill time among all IPAQ-Gr outcomes.

Our results suggest that IPAQ-Gr can be a useful tool for

assessing PA in Greek young and healthy adults.
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